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ALLDOS
 Chemical

Dosing Pumps

Grundfos Alldos chemical dosage pumps are high specification products designed for dosing a wide range of 
chemicals in general water treatment and industrial process applications. All feature precise mechanical diaphragm 
operation fully at maximum output, the resulting smooth action providing assured dosage accuracy and quiet 
operation.

All pumps feature corrosion resistant PVC for the pump bodies and dosing heads, PTFE diaphragms for universal 
chemical resistance and ceramic valve ball. Other materials for special applications are available on request. They are 
also supplied with complete installation kits including foot valve with strainer, injector valve, 2m PVC suction hose and 
6m PE delivery hose.

DD Range
The DD range are state-of-the-art digital dosage pumps that incorporate a number of technology leading features. At 
the heart of all pumps is a powerful variable speed motor that gives highly accurate dosage at constant stroke length, 
dosage rate varying with stroke speed. The pumps also feature intelligent microprocessor control that provide many 
benefits in terms of control, dosage accuracy, protection and reliability. Other features include adjustment from 0.1-
100% fo the rated flow. Models are available as follows:-

DDE A basic pump with all the operating features but for manual control. Connections are also available for external 
concentrate tank level control.

DDC As for DDE but with advanced control features added including a digital display control module that 
incorporated a number of operating features as well as the facility for variable dosage rates controlled by an analogue 
signal from an external probe that senses the closed water condition.

DMX221
DMX221 models are larger capacity heavy duty high specification pumps fitted with AC motors and provided with 
advance gear drive to the diaphragm spindle to provide smooth, low-pulsating dosage. Simple and accurate flow 
adjustment by means of an external knob is provided which allows variable dosage rates from 10 to 100% of the rated 
flow.
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AVAILABLE FROM

KENYA
NAIROBI - HEAD OFFICE
TEL: (+254 20) 6968 000 
d&s@dayliff.com

NAIROBI - WESTLANDS
TEL: (+254 20) 4446011/6, 
westlands@dayliff.com

NAIROBI - DOWNTOWN
TEL: (+254 20) 340102 
d&s@dtn.dayliff.com

NAIROBI - KAREN
TEL: (+254 20) 3883513
karen@dayliff.com

THIKA
TEL: (+254 67) 20084/5  
thika@dayliff.com

ELDORET
TEL: (+254 53) 2061306
eldoffice@dayliff.com

TANZANIA
DAR ES SALAAM
TEL: (+255 ) 2112515/6
office@tzdayliff.com

DAR ES SALAAM - KARIAKOO
TEL: (+255 22) 2184867
office@krk.tzdayliff.com

ARUSHA
TEL: (+255 27) 2502517/8
office@ars.tzdayliff.com

ZANZIBAR
TEL: (+255 24) 2234660/1
Office@znz.tzdayliff.com

MWANZA
TEL: (+255 28) 2541971/2
office@mwz.tzdayliff.com
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UGANDA
KAMPALA
TEL: (+256 414) 346337/8
d&s@ug.dayliff.com

KAMPALA - NAKESERO
TEL: (+256 392) 734633
d&s@ug.dayliff.com

GULU
TEL: (+256 471) 433041
d&s@ug.dayliff.com

MBARARA
TEL: (+256) 0753 940 080
d&s@mbr.dayliff.com

ZAMBIA
LUSAKA
TEL: (+260 211) 288010/1, 845010/1 
lusaka@zm.dayliff.com

KITWE
TEL: (+260 212) 221747/67
kitwe@zm.dayliff.com

NDOLA
TEL:  (+260 212) 610936/7
ndola@zm.dayliff.com

LIVINGSTONE
TEL:  (+260 213) 320002
livingstone@zm.dayliff.com

NAKURU
TEL: (+254 51) 2213248 
d&s@nkr.dayliff.com

KISUMU
TEL: (+254 57) 2024763
d&s@kisumu.dayliff.com

KISII
TEL: (+254 58) 30949
d&s@kisii.dayliff.com

MERU
TEL: (+254 64) 31033
meru@eld.dayliff.com

DIANI
TEL: (254 40) 3202181
d&s@diani.dayliff.com

LAMU
TEL:  (+254 20) 2651052/56
d&s@lamu.dayliff.com

NYALI
TEL: (+254 20) 2443357
d&s@nyali.dayliff.com

ETHIOPIA
ADDIS ABABA
TEL: (+251 11) 5159341/44
d&s@et.dayliff.com

RWANDA
KIGALI
TEL: (+250) 504039, FAX:  504033
sales@dayliff.co.rw

SOUTH SUDAN
JUBA
TEL: (+211 956) 397 070
sudan@zm.dayliff.com

KENYA COAST

MOMBASA
TEL: (+254 41) 2495920
d&s@msa.dayliff.com

MALINDI
TEL: (254 42) 210425
d&s@mld.dayliff.com
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